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Inspiration means to push  

the boundaries of possibility. 

To go beyond boundaries.  

To enter unchartered waters. 

To be guided by a vision.  

Fascination arises when 

something surprising is 

achieved in a world that be-

lieves it has already seen it all.

We thrive on our passion  

for turning the unique into 

reality – for turning creations 

from the realm of dreams 

into the art of innovation and 

perfect craftsmanship.

A dedication to perfection 

accompanies us on every step 

of the journey, from the first 

vague idea to the enthralling 

end product. Luxury means 

not having to compromise.
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SOLITAIRE VISION

A fascinating timepiece enclosed in a shimmering stainless steel bezel is a striking feature in the otherwise 

unadorned elegance of the impressive SOLITAIRE VISION. Its inner values are protected by bullet-proof spy 

glass that allows an insight as soon as the sophisticated LED lighting system is activated. 46 TIME MOVER® 

modules hold exclusive automatic watches, some of them in the integrated BUBEN&ZORWEG SI-60 safe. 

And because spending time with special values is so enjoyable, a humidor, bar module and integrated Hi-Fi 

system all serve to enhance the enjoyment of refined treasures – be it alone or in pleasant company. 

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

· Hand-crafted housing in precious 
Macassar high-gloss

· Two-way mirror glass doors, 16 mm 
bullet-proof

· Robust stainless steel hinges

· BUBEN&ZORWEG security lock 
mechanism with mechanical key

· BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi system  
Monolog 10 with music streaming  
and Bluetooth

· Integrated BUBEN&ZORWEG Alarm 
System

· Finest German craftsmanship 

INTERIOR

· BUBEN&ZORWEG World Time  
Tourbillon Clock

· 38 TIME MOVER®

· 1 central drawer (2 inserts to select)

· 2 bar/presentation modules

· Storage drawer with separate lock

· Integrated thermometer and 
hygrometer displays

· Interior in finest velour and  
Italian nappa leather, black

· State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

SAFE

· BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-60

· Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

· Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

· 8 TIME MOVER®

· 3 drawers

· Safe door in finest velour with  
Orion stitching, black

· Safe interior in finest velour, black

· State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

TIMEPIECE OPTIONS

WORLD TIME TOURBILLON 

Flying minute tourbillon  
with incorporated  

BUBEN&ZORWEG initials 
LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS.

 
ORBIT TOURBILLON

Rotating flying minute tourbillon  
on the minute hand 

LIMITED EDITION 25 PCS.
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The GRANDE INFINITY with its 

fascinating Alpha 01 Pendulum 

Clock that defines the charac-

ter of this luxurious long case 

clock marks a milestone in the 

history of BUBEN&ZORWEG. 

Alpha 01 being the manufacture 

movement, designed, engi-

neered and assembled in the 

BUBEN&ZORWEG clock atelier, 

is the big pride of the the brand.

It is an incomparable joy to 

serenely watch time pass by 

in the interplay between the 

precision mechanical movement 

visible in every detail – strik-

ingly enhanced by an integrated 

LED system. Future owners can 

order their GRANDE INFINITY 

with an optional World Time 

Tourbillon.

The pendulum movement is 

flanked by two TIME MOVER® 

sets seemingly playing a game 

of hide and seek as the pen-

dulum swings past. The plinth 

consists of a solid VdS I certified 

safe – clad in refined leather it is 

ideal for jewelry and other valu-

able items.

The power of innovation, stylish 

design and masterfully crafted 

exquisite materials characterize 

the appearance of the  

GRANDE INFINITY as a solitary 

eye-catcher in any luxurious 

interior.

Grande Infinity Hommage Walnut

GRANDE INFINITY 
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KEY FACTS

HOUSING

· Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss finish

· BUBEN&ZORWEG Alpha 01  
Pendulum Clock

· Clock backwall with precious 
high-gloss wood inlay

· Magic “Swing & Hide” mechanism 
with 20 TIME MOVER®

· Remote control for lighting and the 
magic “Swing & Hide” mechanism

· Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

· Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

· BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-70

· Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

· Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

· 4 TIME MOVER®

· Storage space in the safe

· Safe door in finest Italian nappa 
leather, black

· Safe interior in finest velour, black

· State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

TIMEPIECE OPTIONS

ALPHA 01 

Manufacture movement Calibre 
“Alpha 01 – Pendulum World Time”

 
WORLD TIME TOURBILLON 

Flying minute tourbillon with  
incorporated BUBEN&ZORWEG initials

 
 

VERSIONS

HIGH-GLOSS PIANO STARDUST /  
MACASSAR OR POPLAR BURLWOOD

 HIGH-GLOSS MACASSAR /  
MACASSAR

HIGH-GLOSS HOMMAGE WALNUT

 
FOR EACH VERSION:

LIMITED EDITION WITH  
ALPHA 01 75 PCS.

LIMITED EDITION WITH  
WORLD TIME TOURBILLON 25 PCS.

OBJECTS OF TIME®
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GALAXY DELUXE 

KEY FACTS
 

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss with precious inlays

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  Folding doors with hand-polished 
stainless steel handles

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

·  9 TIME MOVER®

·  1 storage drawer (insert to select)

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-80

·  Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  8 TIME MOVER®

·  5 storage drawers

·  Safe door in finest Italian nappa 
leather, black

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 
technology with fading function

VERSIONS
 

BLACK STARDUST /  
MACASSAR HIGH-GLOSS 

Drawer front Macassar

BLACK STARDUST / POPLAR 
BURLWOOD HIGH-GLOSS 
Drawer front Poplar Burlwood

The fascination of form: design is the art of creating objects from 

the multifaceted interaction between form and content that stand 

out through their aesthetic appeal and compelling performance. 

The German Design Award 2018 presented to BUBEN&ZORWEG 

for the GALAXY DELUXE is a valuable confirmation of our philoso-

phy of adopting an uncompromising approach in our endeavours 

to reach perfection. This approach applies as much to hand-picked 

materials as it does to innovative technologies – and in particular to craftsmanship in perfection. 

The end results are unique objects that adopt a special place in their owner’s attitude towards life 

– as an appropriate ambience for their passion of collecting and presenting the rare and unusual.
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MIRAGE

KEY FACTS
 

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black semi-
gloss with precious high-gloss wood 
inlays

·  Two-way mirror glass viewing  
window

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  14 TIME MOVER®

·  Storage drawer (insert to select)

·  Integrated thermometer and 
hygrometer displays

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-80

·  Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  8 TIME MOVER®

·  Safe door in finest velour with 
Orion stitching

·  Safe interior in finest velour

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VERSIONS
 

HIGH-GLOSS EBONY  
GRIGIO CROCO 

Interior in finest velour, black 
Drawer front Ebony Grigio

HIGH-GLOSS  
MACASSAR CROCO 

Interior in finest velour, grey 
Drawer front Macassar

HIGH-GLOSS  
MONACO CROCO 

Interior in finest velour, grey 
Drawer front velour, grey

Light playing across elegant 

surfaces. Matte sheens and 

clearly accentuated elements 

creating a unique design. An 

interaction of stark lines, highly 

polished surfaces and living 

structures with elegant timbers 

... the MIRAGE is a fitting cen-

trepiece for a high class interior. 

The clever LED lighting system 

bathes the unit in light, chan-

ging the front mirror panel into 

a transparent window, revealing 

the interior. A fascinating 

experience that will meet the 

needs and wants of even the 

most demanding collector. TIME 

MOVER® is the source of eternal 

youth for valuable wrist wat-

ches, with a German-made safe 

for the most valuable pieces, 

an optional HiFi system with 

Bluetooth connectivity … for the 

collector who wants to gently 

drown out the quiet ticking of 

the FINE TIMEPIECE and the 

other clocks.

OBJECTS OF TIME®
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GRANDE PRIVATE  
MUSEUM

GRANDE PRIVATE  
MUSEUM – KEY FACTS
 

HOUSING

·  Housing in black semi-gloss with  
precious wood inlays

·  High-security glass, bullet-proof and 
extreme resistant against mechanical 
attacks, 22 mm thickness

·  Vertical, electromechanical opening 
& closing mechanism which slides the 
high-security glass, extremely silent

·  2,5 mm Stainless steel security  
compartment

·  Integrated Laser curtain, prevents  
unauthorized access in open  
condition

·  Integrated alarm system with inter-
face to the house alarm system

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR UPPER SHOWCASE

·  Presentation case for valuables

·  2 drawers

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art, adjustable LED  
lighting technology with fading 
function

INTERIOR LOWER SHOWCASE

·  2 presentation modules

·  6 drawers

VERSIONS

HIGH-GLOSS MACASSAR 

HIGH-GLOSS EBONY GRIGIO

Owners of art works and other 

valuable exhibits – from rare 

artefacts to precious watch col-

lections – often find themselves 

facing a conflict of interests. 

On the one hand, they wish 

to share their joy of beautiful 

things with others, but, on the 

other hand, the value of these 

rare pieces demands the best 

possible security. The PRIVATE 

MUSEUM reconciles these two 

seemingly irreconcilable oppo-

sites. Bullet-proof high-security 

glass reveals all to the eye and, 

together with the solid steel 

housing, meets the strict, high 

standards of German certifica-

tion. When open, a laser system 

raises the alarm in the event of 

unauthorised access. Further-

more, the lock is VdS-certified. 

Available in various sizes and 

designs, both the inbuilt and 

standalone versions of the  

PRIVATE MUSEUM bring the 

high standards of a public 

museum to the segment of 

exclusive, private collections. 
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GRANDE PRIVATE  
MUSEUM INBUILT

PRIVATE MUSEUM – KEY FACTS
 

HOUSING

·  Housing in semi-gloss, black

·  Suitable for flush wall fitting

·  High-security glass, bullet-proof and 
extreme resistant against mechanical 
attacks, 22 mm thickness

·  Vertical, electromechanical opening 
& closing mechanism which slides the 
high-security glass, extremely silent

·  2.5 mm stainless steel security  
compartment

·  Integrated Laser curtain, prevents 
unauthorized access in open  
condition

·  Integrated alarm system with  
interface to the house alarm system

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR SHOWCASE

·  Presentation case for valuables

·  2 drawers

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art, adjustable LED  
lighting technology with fading 
function

An inbuilt version was also developed to allow a more harmonious integration of the 

GRANDE PRIVATE MUSEUM and its precious contents in exclusive interior designs.

PRIVATE MUSEUM
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GRAND 
COLLECTOR

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
semi-gloss finish with precious  
high-gloss wood inlays

·  Stainless steel portholes

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  23 TIME MOVER®

·  1 storage drawer (insert to select)

·  Interior in finest velour and 
Italian nappa leather, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-80

·  Safety class VdS I  
(German security certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  8 TIME MOVER®

·  5 storage drawers

·  Safe door in finest Italian nappa 
leather, black

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 
technology with fading function

VERSIONS

MACASSAR HIGH-GLOSS

EBONY GRIGIO HIGH-GLOSS

True value is what is on the 

inside – people with this  

frame of mind will find  

this philosophy is reflected  

perfectly in the GRAND  

COLLECTOR from the House 

of BUBEN&ZORWEG. Elegant 

understatement in a timeless, 

classic design on the outside, 

innovative high-tech fittings 

on the inside. 31 TIME MOVER® 

watch winders for precious 

wrist watches, a German high-

security safe for valuables that 

are to be kept out of sight, the 

BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 

clock … a valuable vessel for 

valuable objects.
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GRAND COLLECTOR XL / 
COLLECTOR XL

GRAND COLLECTOR XL –  
KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black semi-
gloss finish with precious high-gloss 
wood inlays

·  Stainless steel portholes

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  51 TIME MOVER®

·  Integrated thermometer and  
hygrometer displays

·  1 Central drawer (2 inserts to select)

·  2 additional universal storage  
modules

·  Interior in finest velour and  
Italian nappa leather, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-60

·  Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  8 TIME MOVER®

·  3 storage drawers

·  Safe door in finest Italian nappa 
leather, black

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VERSIONS

MACASSAR HIGH-GLOSS 

EBONY GRIGIO HIGH-GLOSS

COLLECTOR XL – KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black semi-
gloss finish with precious high-gloss 
wood inlay

·  Stainless steel portholes

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG security lock 
mechanism

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

·  51 TIME MOVER®

·  Integrated thermometer and  
hygrometer displays

·  Interior in finest velour and  
Italian nappa leather, black

·  1 central drawer (2 inserts to select)

·  5 storage drawers

·  2 storage modules

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

Size doesn’t matter? Passionate collectors have a special trait: they do not want to be limited 

by superficial matters. Their passion grows as time goes on. The GRAND COLLECTOR XL by 

BUBEN&ZORWEG helps you to extend your horizons. 59 TIME MOVER® modules offer opti-

mal storage for an endless range of elegant timekeepers, keeping them safe and sound in a 

stylish, understated design with clean, classic lines.  

The most valuable pieces can be kept secure in a German-made high-security safe. And what 

better way to top off a good day than with a glass of wine or a drop of cognac and a full-

flavoured cigar which has been optimally aged in the optional integrated humidor!?

OBJECTS OF TIME®



VISION / VISION INBUILT

KEY FACTS

HOUSING AND INTERIOR

·  Hand-crafted housing in precious 
Macassar high-gloss

·  Two-way mirror glass door secured 
by double electronic transponder 
lock

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  27 TIME MOVER®

·  2 storage drawers

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-80 
(optionally available with  
Safe SI-110 or SI-150)

·  Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  Stainless steel handle with  
mother of pearl inlays

·  8 TIME MOVER®

·  5 storage drawers

·  Safe door in finest velour with  
Orion stitching, black

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VARIANTS
 

VISION

VISION INBUILT

VISION – the name says it all: the 

door made of variably mirrored, 

high-resistance security glass  

either reveals the valuable items  

it serves to protect or shows a 

mirror image of the observer. An 

electronic transponder prevents 

any unauthorised opening of the 

glass door. 27 TIME MOVER® 

provide an appropriate framework 

in which the passionate watch 

collector can present the objects  

of his passion. Particularly valuable 

items find a safe haven in the 

Safety Class VdS I safe (available in 

three different sizes). The perfect 

design of the housing in semi-

matte oak and the elegant visual 

effects of glass and shimmering 

stainless steel make the VISION a 

powerful and elegant eye-catcher 

– both as a STANDALONE and an 

INBUILT variant. 
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KEY FACTS

HOUSING AND INTERIOR

·  Housing in semi-gloss oak wood

·  Two-way mirror glass door secured 
by double electronic transponder 
lock

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  27 TIME MOVER®

·  2 storage drawers

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-80 
(optionally available with  
Safe SI-110 or SI-150)

·  Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  Stainless steel handle with mother  
of pearl inlays

·  8 TIME MOVER®

·  5 storage drawers

·  Safe door in finest velour with  
Orion stitching, black

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

The inbuilt version of the  

VISION blends seamlessly into 

integrated wall designs. The 

technical parameters are the 

same as those of the standalone 

version, as is the interior design 

in high-quality, black velour and 

the sophisticated LED lighting 

system. The unsuspecting visitor 

will perceive the VISION INBUILT 

as a large wall mirror made of 

elegant crystal glass. That is,  

until the proud owner reveals 

the precious items on display 

– time and again a strikingly 

surprising effect when the con-

cealed treasures appear in spar-

kling light. The object of desire 

is also available with a slide and 

hide door as an optional extra.  

OBJECTS OF TIME®
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KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
semi-gloss with precious high-
gloss wood inlays

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Stainless steel framed viewing  
windows on both sides

·  Amiran® non-reflecting glass

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Alpha 01  
Pendulum Clock

·  2 pull-out tableau shelves

·  8 drawers

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VARIANTS

GRANDE PRÉCISION  
COLLECTOR

GRANDE PRÉCISION  
CONNOISSEUR

VERSIONS

CROCO

GRANDE 
PRECISION

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black 
high-gloss finish

·  Two-way mirror glass viewing 
window

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Solid galaxy granite base

·  Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG World Time 
Tourbillon Clock

·  10 TIME MOVER®

·  Humidor with a German electronic 
humidifying system

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Traveller watch 
case

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

TIMEPIECE OPTIONS

WORLD TIME TOURBILLON 
LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS.

VERSIONS

METALLIC

Hand-crafted German housing 
with polished stainless steel, 
high-gloss macassar inlay, 

interior in finest leather, black

OBJET 
DE TEMPS I I
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BUBEN&ZORWEG 
OUR EXPERTISE  
IN WATCH  
MOVEMENTS

ALPHA 01

R
edesigned without compromise, born of a passion for 

innovation. Manufactured with the know-how of our 

proprietary factory in Germany. A milestone for our 

company. And a strong impulse in the universe of unique luxury 

timepieces. The precision of the ALPHA 01 outperforms every 

pendulum clock that has gone before it – a power reserve of  

31 days, world time display, a thermally stable carbon pendulum, 

many gold-plated components… and all the love and passion 

that we invest in unusual projects.

B &Z  TOUR BILLO N

B&Z tourbillons stand out through their aesthetic appeal and 

their contribution to the precision of large, stationary calibres. 

More than just a highly attractive complication for watch lov-

ers, the design and construction of a tourbillon stands for the 

competence and skill of the watch-maker. The tourbillon com-

pensates for the permanent influence of gravitation on moving 

parts in the movement – making them especially expedient in 

large clocks that are always subject to the same gravitational 

influence. Friends of superior clock technology find watching a 

B&Z tourbillon “at work” a sensuous experience.

TECHNICAL DATA   
ALPHA 01 PENDULUM  
WORLD TIME

·  Dead-beat Graham escapement 
with pallets made of hardened 
steel

·  Seconds pendulum

·  Second indication

·  Main wheel with constant 
power and remontoire

·  World time indication

·  Weight drive (3,000 g) with a 
ball-bearing defl ection roller

·  31 day power reserve

·  Fine-polished, gold-plated 
wheels

·  6 high precision ball bearings 
and 6 rubies

·  Polished pinions made of 
hardened steel

·  Precision-milled and rhodanised 
plates made of hard brass with  
5 columns

·  Carbon fibre pendulum rod 
with extremely low heat 
expansion coefficient

·  Pendulum bob with fine 
regulating system

·  Rhodanised dial with sunray 
Brush

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
BUBEN&ZORWEG  
TOURBILLON

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials

· Swiss linear escapement

· 11 jewel bearings (synthetic 
rubies)

· Screw balance wheels with 
antimagnetic overcoil hairspring

· Incabloc shock absorbing mount
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PARAGON

KEY FACTS

·  Housing in precious clear glass

·  Clock backwall in Macassar  
high-gloss

·  Stainless steel applications

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TIMEPIECE OPTIONS

ALPHA 01 

WORLD TIME TOURBILLON 
LIMITED EDITION 50 PCS. 

SILHOUETTE

KEY FACTS

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss finish

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Alpha 01  
Pendulum Clock

·  Clock backwall in  
Macassar high-gloss

·  Stainless steel applications

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TIMEPIECE OPTIONS

ALPHA 01 

AGARTOS 

KEY FACTS

· Aluminium housing in black  
high-gloss

· “Magic Slide” electro-mechanical 
opening and closing system

· Rhodanised metal applications

· 5 TIME MOVER®

· Interior in finest Italian nappa  
leather, black

· State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

· Finest German craftsmanship

VERSIONS

AGARTOS  
LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS.

8 day German precision movement

AGARTOS TOURBILLON  
LIMITED EDITION 25 PCS.

Flying minute tourbillon with  
incorporated B&Z initials, 8 day  

German precision movement
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INFINITY

KEY FACTS

·  Hand-crafted housing in black 
high-gloss finish

·  Clock backwall in precious wood 
high-gloss

·  Stainless steel applications

·  1 drawer for accessories

·  Storage compartment

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TIMEPIECE OPTIONS

ALPHA 01  
LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS. 

WORLD TIME TOURBILLON  
LIMITED EDITION 25 PCS. 

VERSIONS

HIGH-GLOSS PIANO  
STARDUST / MACASSAR

HIGH-GLOSS PIANO 
STARDUST /POPLAR BURLWOOD

A weighty and impressive floor 

clock, much like a statue sculpted 

by a great artist. A clear-cut and 

powerful form, the timeless el-

egance of the design with a focus 

on the essential. An eye-catcher 

that will captivate the fantasy of 

every true watch aficionado. Its 

innovative manufactory move-

ment calibre „Alpha 01 – Pen-

dulum World Time“ – available 

on request with a World Time 

Tourbillon – makes watching time 

slip by a pure and unadulterated 

pleasure. The joy of watching the 

interplay between pendulum and 

movement.

Exquisite materials, a high-gloss 

finish with 10 layers of lacquer 

and perfect processing are what 

make the INFINITY a fascinating 

masterpiece of German crafts-

manship that cuts a fine figure in 

any refined environment.

ONE

The ONE quickly claimed its 

leading position in the field of 

coveted, handwound luxury 

wristwatches. These masterpieces 

from BUBEN&ZORWEG are the 

result of uncompromising perfec-

tion and horological innovation 

and represent unconditional 

must-haves for every passionate 

watch collector. The ONE DUAL 

TIME, despite being our narrowest 

model, features a second time-

zone in the dial. The delightful 

tourbillon from our own produc-

tion, an incredibly minimal 14.1 mm 

in size and weighing just 0.62 

grams, beats visibly inside the  

ONE TOURBILLON. Both versions 

of the ONE are available in rose 

gold or 631 stainless steel. 

One Tourbillon One Dual Time

FINE TIMEPIECES

VERSIONS

ONE TOURBILLON ROSE GOLD 
LIMITED EDITION 25 PCS. 

ONE DUAL TIME ROSE GOLD 
LIMITED EDITION 99 PCS. 

ONE DUAL TIME STAINLESS STEEL 
LIMITED EDITION 499 PCS. 
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A

TOTALLY CUSTOMISED. AND SAFE.
LUXURY SAFES MADE TO MEASURE

S
ecurity is naturally an issue in the world of luxurious 

preciosities, exclusive collections and unique works of art. 

BUBEN&ZORWEG and its masterpieces of craftsmanship 

are very much at home in this world – and so it was only logical 

that we should focus our passion for innovation, design and per-

fection on the topic of “safes”. With success – we became mar-

ket leaders in the field of luxury safes within a few short years.

WHAT MAKES OUR CUSTOMERS SO SURE THAT A SAFE 

FROM BUBEN&ZORWEG REALLY IS SAFE?

We bank on the latest technology used to protect billions in 

value around the world in banks, jewellery depots, museums, 

etc. Locking systems from the strongholds of German security 

technology and high-security materials such as RELASTAN® 

guarantee the high level of protection our customers can expect 

for their valuables. Independent VdS certification serves to dem-

onstrate the high standards met by our safes.

THE LOCKS WE USE ARE MAJOR ELEMENTS  

OF SECURITY:

PAXOS COMPACT WITH ROTARY KNOB INPUT

An electronic high-security locking system that affords the 

utmost security through a redundant construction design. The 

input to the electronic security system via the rotary knob is 

entirely electronic and activates a motor that operates a gear 

system to unlock the locking bolt. There are two of all security-

relevant components. The lock will continue to work trouble-free 

if a component should fail. The statistical lifetime of the lock is 

defined as 15 million hours.  

(Installed in the  X-007 EXTREME; certifications: EN 1300 B/C/D, 

ECB-S, VdS Classes 2/3/4, BSI 7500, UL Type 1)

WITTKOPP PRIMOR 3010 – LEVEL 15

The lock is operated via an electrically driven locking bolt. The 

spring-loaded bolt jumps automatically into the locked posi-

tion. The electronic lock is supplemented by a key-operated lock 

(mechanical redundancy) so that the safe can be opened if, for 

instance, the code is forgotten or the power supply fails.  

(Installed in COLLECTOR SAFES, GALAXY, GRAND COLLEC-

TOR, MIRAGE and others)

A ATTACK … 

 The materials used by 
BUBEN&ZORWEG to build safes are 
subject to tough destructive tests un-
der brute force Flame throwers and 
electric arcs don’t stand a chance.

B … IS THE BEST …

 Heavy machinery is employed  
to simulate malicious attacks. They 
impressively demonstrate our resist-
ance to criminal energy.

C … FORM OF DEFENCE

 After these attempts as safe-breakers 
we – or rather the test engineers at 
VdS – can rest assured: safes built to 
this standard have truly earned their 
security certificate.

TEST PROCEDURE FOR 

VDS CERTIFICATION

The VdS testing process pro-

vides for the use of striking 

tools, power tools and flame 

cutters during attempts to 

access a safe. These intense en-

durance tests serve to ascertain 

the resistance to all possible 

external influences to ensure 

the safe and its contents are 

well-protected. It goes with-

out saying that all safes from 

BUBEN&ZORWEG  

are VdS-certified.

C

B
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KEY FACTS
 

HOUSING

·  Housing in finest Italian nappa leather 
with stitching and decorative seams

·  Stainless steel lid polished with 
leather inlay and BUBEN&ZORWEG 
initials

·  Keypad cover in finest Italian nappa 
leather

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG SI-Safe

·  Safety class VdS I  
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  Safe Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

AVAILABLE SIZES

ORION – with Safe SI-80

ORION XL – with Safe SI-110

ORION XXL – with Safe SI-150

VERSIONS
 

NAPPA BLUE 
Drawer front Ebony Grigio

NAPPA CREAM 
Drawer front Macassar

NAPPA BLACK 
Drawer front Ebony Grigio

NAPPA BROWN 
Drawer front Macassar

ORION 

The joy of owning precious 

items goes hand in hand with 

the desire to know they are 

well-protected. To know they 

are stored in an environment 

that combines the security of a 

certified safe with a design that 

catches the eye in a luxurious 

ambience. The ORION comes in 

three different sizes that reflect 

the needs of its owner. 

COMPACT, the little brother, 

is available in two perfectly 

formed sizes. What they all 

have in common is the German 

Security Class VdS I and the fas-

cinating design of this master-

piece of craftsmanship. Finest 

Italian nappa leather, perfectly 

crafted, cleverly masks the re-

silient hardness with which the 

ORION protects the objects of 

desire entrusted into its care.
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COMPACT S/XS 

COMPACT S – KEY FACTS
 

HOUSING

·  Housing in finest Italian nappa leather 
with stitching and decorative seams

·  Stainless steel lid polished with 
leather inlay and BUBEN&ZORWEG 
initials

·  Keypad cover in finest Italian nappa 
leather

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-60

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  Safe Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

COMPACT XS – KEY FACTS
 

HOUSING

·  Housing in finest Italian nappa leather 
with stitching and decorative seams

·  Stainless steel lid polished with 
leather inlay and BUBEN&ZORWEG 
initials

·  Keypad cover in finest Italian nappa 
leather

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe S-40

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  Safe Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VERSIONS
 

NAPPA BLUE 
Drawer front Ebony Grigio

NAPPA CREAM 
Drawer front Cream Leather

NAPPA BLACK 
Drawer front Ebony Grigio

NAPPA BROWN 
Drawer front Macassar

SAFES
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GRANDE ILLUSION

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Housing in finest Italian nappa leather 
with precious Alcantara inlays

·  Lid polished with leather inlay and 
BUBEN&ZORWEG initials

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  Safe for valuables

·  Unique inbuilt elevating mechanism

·  Locking system with biometric  
fingerprint and transponder key

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VARIANTS

GRANDE ILLUSION

GRANDE ILLUSION DELUXE 
with BUBEN&ZORWEG  

Signature Clock 
LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS.

The joy of living with beauti-

ful things, of having them in 

one’s proximity, in luxurious 

surroundings or at the office… 

this attitude towards life shared 

by lovers of especially valuable 

items often goes hand in hand 

with a need for security. A dif-

ferent set of laws applies to the 

things one likes to have close 

at hand so they can be admired 

or presented and shared with 

others. One may not want to 

assign the watch of the day or 

a fine piece of jewellery to the 

high-security environment of a 

safe but will nonetheless want 

to know them safe and sound in 

everyday circumstances. 

As personal needs and wants 

result in specific individual de-

mands, the selection of drawers 

and the number of Time Movers 

is adaptable to suit your per-

sonal preferences. The GRANDE 

ILLUSION and its sophisticated 

locking system keeps the small 

treasures of the here and now 

reassuringly safe – and, as a 

masterpiece of bold design and 

German master craftsmanship, 

it is itself an ornament befitting 

of any discerning interior.
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As is often the case in daily life, 

there are occasions when one 

wants to protect certain items 

– watches, jewellery, acces-

sories, or perhaps documents 

or cash – without the effort of 

going to the safe. ILLUSION 

brings the fascinatingly simple 

security solution to the office, 

changing room or bedroom. 

The safe is unlocked by way of 

a fingerprint or a transponder 

chip and immediately raises its 

contents elegantly upwards. 

BUBEN&ZORWEG’s passion for 

innovative design finds expres-

sion in many details – such as 

the drawers that pivot outwards 

to the side to present an over-

view of their contents. Would 

you like to swap your favourite 

watch during the course of the 

day? No problem: two or, if 

you prefer, four TIME MOVER® 

modules in the ILLUSION make 

it easier for you to choose.

ILLUSION 

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Housing in finest Italian nappa leather 
with stitching and decorative seams

·  Lid polished with leather inlay 
and BUBEN&ZORWEG initials

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  Unique inbuilt elevating mechanism

·  Safe for valuables

·  Locking system with biometric  
fingerprint or transponder key

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  Integrated BUBEN&ZORWEG  
Alarm System

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VARIANTS

ILLUSION

ILLUSION DELUXE  
with BUBEN&ZORWEG  

Signature Clock 
LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS.

VERSIONS

NAPPA BLACK

NAPPA BROWN

ALCANTARA BLUE

NAPPA BLACK / ALCANTARA BLACK

SAFES
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X-007 EXTREME 

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss finish with precious 
inlays

·  Hand-polished stainless steel  
applications

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe

·  Safety class VdS II  
(German Security Certification)

·  Swiss electronic lock Paxos® with 
emergency crank in the event  
of power failure

·  Unique elevating mechanism  
to reveal safe interior

·  Patented safe wall construction  
from RELASTAN®

INTERIOR

·  Protected showcase behind 
two-way mirror glass door

·  9 TIME MOVER®

·  Universal presentation space

·  2 storage drawers (inserts to  
select)

·  2 lateral storage compartments

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

 

VARIANTS

X-007 EXTREME

X-007 EXTREME FLAT TOP

VERSIONS

BLACK STARDUST  
Leather with diamond-stitching

HIGH-GLOSS MACASSAR

The mechanism with which the 

X-007 EXTREME displays the 

values it protects is one of a 

kind in this world: it raises the 

safe’s precious contents majes-

tically upwards with a smooth 

gliding motion. TIME MOVER® 

units and drawers for jewellery 

and documents can be com-

bined in the basic version – but 

there is also an option to install 

a concealed showcase behind 

spy-glass that becomes trans-

parent on command. Finest 

leather, 10 layers of high-gloss 

lacquer, stainless steel and an 

effective LED lighting system, 

all combined in perfect crafts-

manship. 

The PAXOS® locking system 

has proved its worth in Swiss 

banks and other applica-

tions. The X-007 EXTREME is 

customisable both inside and 

out. Lacquer and leather are 

available in a number of colours 

and virtually any interior vari-

ant that fits inside the safe is 

implementable – from up to 18 

TIME MOVER® units to a high-

security presentation showcase 

for works of art.
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MAGNUM TITAN

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
semi-gloss finish with precious 
inlays

·  Hand-picked leather from  
German bulls

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  Unique “Pull & Slide” opening 
and closing mechanism

·  Hand-polished and brushed 
stainless steel applications

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe

·  Safety class VdS I 
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  16 TIME MOVER®

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  Hidden compartment behind 
the TIME MOVER® modules

·  4 storage drawers (2 inserts to  
select per drawer)

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

VERSIONS

GERMAN BULL’S NECK LEATHER

HIGH-GLOSS MACASSAR

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black 
semi-gloss finish with precious 
Ebony Grigio inlays

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

·  Hand-polished and brushed stain-
less steel applications

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe

·  Safety class VdS IV  
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
8-digit keypad

·  36 TIME MOVER®  
(Double-sided carousel)

·  Electro-mechanical rotating 
mechanism with secret button

·  2 storage drawers

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi system 
Monolog 10 with music streaming 
and Bluetooth

·  Integrated BUBEN&ZORWEG 
Alarm System

Big is heavy… the sheer dimensions of a MAGNUM safe 

from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG spontaneously 

instils trust in the security conveyed by this masterpiece. 

When the doors of the MAGNUM swing open with sur-

prising lightness and nestle gently against the inside of 

the safe, they reveal to authorised beholders a view of  

16 TIME MOVER® modules and elegantly clad drawers for 

precious items, documents and similar valuables. What 

is not immediately noticeable is the secret compartment 

behind the watch collection… everything is concealed in 

this German Security Class VdS I safe. One can see that  

it serves the protection of items of particular value.

SAFES
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GALAXY 

GALAXY – KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss with precious inlays

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Folding doors with hand-polished 
stainless steel handles

·  Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG SI-Safe

·  Safety class VdS I 
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  Safe door in finest Italian 
nappa leather, black

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 
technology with fading function

VERSIONS
 

BLACK STARDUST / 
MACASSAR HIGH-GLOSS

BLACK STARDUST / 
POPLAR BURLWOOD HIGH-GLOSS

BLACK STARDUST / 
NAPPA LEATHER CROCO BLACK

PEARL WHITE HIGH-GLOSS / 
NAPPA LEATHER CROCO WHITE

AVAILABLE SIZES

GALAXY – with Safe SI-80

GALAXY XL – with Safe SI-110

GALAXY XXL – with Safe SI-150

A matter of course for the 

successful woman: her own 

area. She doesn’t adapt, she 

takes what is her due. With  

her own style. And her own 

safe. GALAXY LADY exudes  

a self-assertive feminine air, 

every inch a true GALAXY 

through and through and 

unmistakably a safe haven  

for jewellery, valuable  

watches and documents.

 GALAXY LADY – KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in white 
high-gloss finish with hand-
stitched Italian nappa leather with 
crocodile embossing inlay

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Hand-polished stainless steel  
handles “Butterfly”

·  Mother of pearl inlays in the lid

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel 
feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-80

·  Safety class VdS I 
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  8 TIME MOVER®

·  5 storage drawers  
(inserts to select)

·  Safe door in finest Italian nappa 
leather, white

·  Safe interior in finest velour,  
burgundy red

·  Drawer fronts in finest velour,  
burgundy red

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 
technology with fading function

An innovative idea transformed 

into a perfect masterpiece of 

German craftsmanship: to design 

a safe that has the charming 

appeal of an Art Deco object 

and the security of certified 

hardness – Security Class VdS 

I. Individuality is key: The large 

selection of finishes, elegant 

materials and modular interiors 

make every GALAXY a personal-

ity full of character. It comes in 

three different sizes ranging from 

GALAXY to GALAXY XXL. All of 

the variants share the same noble 

interior. Friends of firearms will 

take delight in the Gun Collec-

tor’s Edition (XXL Safe). 
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COLLECTOR SAFE

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
semi-gloss finish with precious  
wood inlays

·  Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

·  Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

SAFE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG SI-Safe

·  Safety class VdS I 
(German Security Certification)

·  Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

·  Safe door in finest Italian 
nappa leather, black

·  Safe interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting with 
fading technology

VERSIONS
 

MACASSAR HIGH-GLOSS 
EBONY GRIGIO HIGHGLOSS 
(COLLECTOR SAFE XL/XXL 

ONLY)

MACASSAR SEMI-GLOSS 
(COLLECTOR SAFE ONLY)

AVAILABLE SIZES

SAFES

A monument of a masterpiece – 

elegant, impressive and built for 

eternity.  The solidity exuded by 

the COLLECTOR SAFE has the 

strong core of a German Security 

Class I safe and the charm of 

a design object that skilfully 

underscores the elegant surfaces 

of selected exotic woods, high-

quality lacquers and varnishes, 

fine Italian leather and powerfully 

shimmering steel. 

Available in three sizes, the 

COLLECTOR SAFE gives the 

passionate collector of precious 

items the reassuring feeling of 

playing it safe in the best possi-

ble way whilst adding an elegant 

eye-catcher to the living room or 

office. 

The GUN COLLECTOR’S  

EDITION transfers the philosophy 

of the COLLECTOR SAFE to the 

presentation and secure safe-

keeping of valuable firearms. 

COLLECTOR SAFE – with Safe SI-80 COLLECTOR SAFE XL – with Safe SI-110 COLLECTOR SAFE XXL – with Safe SI-150
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TIME MOVER®

A MUST-HAVE FOR EVERY  
LOVER OF FINE TIMEPIECES

MAINSTREAM POWER OUTPUT IN 
AUTOMATIC WATCHES WITH MAINSPRING

TORQUE

fully
wound

unwound

Torque from
mainspring

BUBEN&ZORWEG 
watch winders maintain 

constant tension in 
a range that is safe for 

the mainspring

The innovative solution to a problem shared by all passionate 

collectors of valuable automatic watches marks the begin-

ning of the history of the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG: The TIME 

MOVER® module was first presented in 1998. It represented a 

milestone in the world of mechanical watches with automatic 

winding mechanisms. Watch winders are an essential element 

of maintaining the value and functionality of these precious 

timepieces over the course of time. BUBEN&ZORWEG under-

stood the passion of the watch aficionados and created more 

than just a technical tool in the form of the TIME MOVER®.  

During the past two decades since the launch of the first  

TIME MOVER®, an entire universe for the lovers of exquisite 

values was developed around the watch winder that places a 

focus on a zest for life and the valuables at its heart. 

OUR RESPONSE TO NEW  

CHALLENGES: INNOVATION

Our in-house engineers and designers have continuously im-

proved the technical heart of the TIME MOVER®. Today’s mod-

ules can accommodate automatic watches with a case diam-

eter of up to 60 mm. Protruding crowns are not a problem. The 

innovative use of new materials enables the TIME MOVER® to 

go about its work in virtual silence and with no wear and tear. 

And with a broad horizon: a recent endurance test returned a 

projected lifetime of 45 years. 

TIME MOVER® AUTOMATIC 
HIGHLIGHTS

Specially developed motor

5 year warranty

Magnetically shielded

Extremely quiet operation

Long battery service life  
(12 to 18 months)

Intelligent software with  
sleep-phase

Adjustable number of rotations 
and rotational direction

Guaranteed number of rotations

Watch holder for small and  
extra-large watches

Made in Germany
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HOW TIME MOVER® MODULES WORK

TIME MOVER® modules perfectly recreate the movements of a 

watch worn on the wrist – albeit with less strain as the watch 

is not subject to influencing factors such as shocks, moisture 

and similar. The sophisticated movement cycles of the innova-

tive electronic control systems concealed inside TIME MOVER® 

modules make sure that the calibre is always in the ideal state 

between fully wound and fully unwound. Pre-programmed 

resting phases give the watch in the TIME MOVER® module the 

“feeling” as if it were on the wrist of its owner.

PERFECTION AND INNOVATION: THE BASIS  

OF THE TIME MOVER® 5-YEAR WARRANTY

Passionate watch aficionados in more than 100 countries 

entrust their treasures to TIME MOVER® modules. Their con-

fidence has a solid base – the superior master craftsmanship 

with which TIME MOVER® modules are manufactured. And 

the passion for innovative solutions that reflect and fulfil the 

needs and wants of the passionate collector. These two aspects 

together lead to the masterpieces that enable the owners of 

valuable watches to enjoy their precious beauties to the full. 

The five-year BUBEN&ZORWEG warranty on TIME MOVER® 

modules is an expression of our trust and confidence in our 

product. 

THERE ARE THREE GOOD REASONS WHY  

TIME MOVER® MODULES ARE ESSENTIAL TO EVERY  

COLLECTOR OF VALUABLE AUTOMATIC WATCHES:

NECESSITY

Movement is the natural state of a wristwatch - standstill brings 

with it the hazard of solidified lubricants with negative conse-

quences for precision and service life. A watch winder can re-

lieve the collector and aficionado of his maintenance concerns 

for a collection of just two or three timepieces. 

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

An automatic watch that has come to a standstill will need to 

have its charming complications readjusted: time, date, annual 

calendar, moon phase, time zone, perpetual calendar – how 

convenient not to have to wear a watch on the wrist to main-

tain its functionality at the current level of operation.

PRESENTATION

The fascination of a precious automatic watch is most evident 

when it is running. When it can show off its charms at any time 

in befitting surroundings. From a simple set of two to a large, 

modular and multi-functional object, TIME MOVER® modules 

provide an inspiring ambience for the presentation of precious 

timepieces.  

1 Phase 1:

 The watch is wound in an hourly 
cycle: a short winding phase is 
followed by a longer rest phase, 
depending on the required 
number of rotations.

 

2 Phase 2:

 Setting the TIME MOVER® Sleep 
Phase allows the watch to wind 
down continuously for a maxi-
mum of 12 hours. This leads to 
an additional release of tension 
from the winding spring. 

Time in hours

1      2      3      4     5     6     7      8      9     10     11     12    13     14    15    16    17     18    19    20   21    22   23    24
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EXAMPLE OF WINDING A WATCH WITH 48 HOURS OF 
POWER RESERVE AT 900 REVOLUTIONS PER DAY

Sleep-Phase

1 2

TIME MOVER®
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REVOLUTION

KEY FACTS

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss finish with precious 
inlays

·  Aluminium chassis

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG “soft-close” 
mechanism

·  German locking system with  
mechanical key

·  Interior in finest Italian nappa 
 leather, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  Column optional available

·  Finest German craftsmanship

VARIANTS

REVOLUTION 8 / 8 Time Mover®

REVOLUTION 12 / 12 Time Mover®

REVOLUTION V8 / 8 Time Mover®,  
BUBEN&ZORWEG Signature Clock

VERSIONS

CROCO 

MACASSAR 

CARBON

Design is often most con-

vincing when it represents 

the revolutionary execu-

tion of a radical concept. 

The REVOLUTION from the 

House of BUBEN&ZORWEG 

demonstrates precisely 

this passion for innovation. 

An example: the idea that 

maximal transparency can 

be combined with optimal 

security: the German-made 

safety lock protects the 

valuable watches on the 

TIME MOVER® watch wind-

ers from unauthorised  

access while they are still 

on display under a hood 

of crystal-clear secu-

rity glass. The optional 

BUBEN&ZORWEG signature  

clock is integrated into the 

refined LED lighting system.
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SPIRIT

VANTAGE

KEY FACTS

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss finish with precious 
inlays

·  Aluminium chassis

·  German locking system with  
mechanical key

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  Finest German craftsmanship

VERSIONS

CROCO 

MACASSAR 

CARBON

VARIANTS

SPIRIT 4 / 4 TIME MOVER®

SPIRIT 8 / 8 TIME MOVER®

SPIRIT 12 / 12 TIME MOVER®

KEY FACTS

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
high-gloss finish with precious 
inlays

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

·  Finest German Craftsmanship

VERSIONS

MACASSAR 

CARBON

VARIANTS

VANTAGE 2 / 2 TIME MOVER®

VANTAGE 4 / 4 TIME MOVER®

VANTAGE 8 / 8 TIME MOVER®

VANTAGE 12 / 12 TIME MOVER®

Those who appreciate clean 

functional designs will 

love the BUBEN&ZORWEG 

VANTAGE, a masterpiece of 

manual craftsmanship, which 

adheres to the “form follows 

function” principle with inno-

vative, high-tech equipment 

and high-end, hand-selected 

materials. Whether the unit 

is given a carbon  

or macassar wood finish, 

the VANTAGE reveals its 

unique value at the very first 

glance or touch. Ten layers 

of high-gloss varnish that re-

flect light, black velour that 

accentuates the impressive 

presentation of the watches 

on the TIME MOVER®, all 

under a protective pane of 

crystal glass.

Objects of unpretentious 

beauty are born when a pas-

sion for innovation enters into 

a successful symbiosis with 

the timelessness of a validated 

design. SPIRIT is the result of 

a combination of aluminium, 

steel, wood and glass. Crafts-

manship in perfection brings 

the different materials and 

surfaces into a balanced ratio 

of form and function – and in 

doing so creates the per-

fect ambience for the TIME 

MOVER® modules, the very 

heart of every collection of 

valuable automatic watches 

about which nothing more 

needs to be said. A small yet 

essential masterpiece that 

perfectly expresses the spirit 

of our House. 
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TIME MOVER® HANDWOUND

SAFE MASTER

KEY FACTS

·  Hand-crafted housing in  
sky leather, black

·  Standalone or insertable into a safe

·  Finest German craftsmanship

VARIANTS

SAFE MASTER 2 / 2 TIME MOVER®

SAFE MASTER 4 / 4 TIME MOVER®

SAFE MASTER 8 / 8 TIME MOVER®

KEY FACTS

·  Hand-crafted housing in black  
semi-gloss finish with precious 
inlays

·  German locking system with  
mechanical key

·  1 TIME MOVER® HANDWOUND

·  Highest operational safety, univer-
sally suitable for any hand-wound 
watch

·  Intelligent control system keeps 
the winding spring within an opti-
mum tension range

·  Customisable settings for power 
reserve and speed-winding

·  Standalone or insertable inside a 
safe

·  Interior in finest velour, black

·  Finest German craftsmanship

VERSIONS

EBONY GRIGIO 

CROCO

Precious automatic watches 

and TIME MOVER® modules 

belong together like sun and 

moon. It was therefore only 

logical for BUBEN&ZORWEG 

to create an equivalent 

module for the friends of 

handwound watches in the 

form of the TIME MOVER 

HANDWOUND®. The years 

of experience accumulated 

by our developers led to a 

system that opens up new 

perspectives for the own-

ers of mechanical watches. 

After all, the same rule still 

applies: watches want to be 

moved. And who is really in 

a position to regularly wind 

even a small collection of 

mechanical watches the way 

they really should be? The 

perfect solution: the TIME 

MOVER® HANDWOUND from 

BUBEN&ZORWEG.

The SAFE MASTER allows 

passionate lovers of fine time-

pieces to integrate the innova-

tive TIME MOVER® technology 

by BUBEN&ZORWEG in their 

own individual environment. 

The TIME MOVER® units are 

surrounded by a solid, per-

fectly crafted wooden housing 

upholstered with sky leather. 

The intelligent software 

regulates the TIME MOVER® 

movement cycles in the 

SAFE MASTER with the 

precision to be expected of 

a BUBEN&ZORWEG product. 

Wherever the SAFE MASTER 

is used, in a safe, a cupboard 

or anywhere else for that 

matter – it is and remains a 

masterpiece of craftsmanship.
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COSMOPOLITAN TRAVELLER 1 & 2

VENICE DELUXE VANTAGE

VERSIONS

NOIR

IVORY

KEY FACTS

· Elegant and practical travel  
jewellery case

· High-quality, hand-stitched leather

· Interior in finest velour, black

KEY FACTS

· Portable protection case for  
1 or 2 watches

· Specially designed opening  
mechanism

· High-quality, hand-stitched  
leather, black

· Interior in finest velour, black

VARIANTS

TRAVELLER 1

TRAVELLER 2

KEY FACTS

· Jewellery case with 2 drawers

· Hand-crafted housing in  
high-gloss lacquer

· Crystal vanity mirror

· Hand-polished metal applications

· Interior in finest velour, black

· Locking system with mechanical 
key

VERSIONS

CLASSIQUE

PIANO WHITE

VERSIONS

VANTAGE 10 
Collection Case for 10 watches

VANTAGE 18 
Collection Case for 18 watches

VANTAGE GENTLEMAN 
Collection Case for watches  

and accessories

KEY FACTS

· Collection case for 2 watches, 
writing utensils and jewellery

·  Interior in finest velour
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GUARDIAN

There is so much more to the 

GUARDIAN than the elegance 

of its classic design reveals at 

first sight. The first surprise: 

when the innovative LED light 

system makes the two-way mir-

ror glass door made of 8 mm 

thick safety glass fully trans-

parent to reveal an impressive 

collection of precious watches 

– naturally presented on value-

preserving TIME MOVER® units. 

Many aspects of the  

GUARDIAN are defined by its 

respective owner – the design 

of the housing, for instance in 

elegant Macassar or an impres-

sive carbon fibre look, or the 

new S-40 safe and presentation 

table as optional extras … every 

version is a fascinating mas-

terpiece of elitist design and 

perfect craftsmanship.

GUARDIAN SAFE XS – FACTS

· BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe S-40

· 8 TIME MOVER®

· 1 drawer (inserts to select)

· Redundant locking system with 
7-digit keypad and emergency key

VERSIONS

MACASSAR SEMI-GLOSS

CARBON SEMI-GLOSS

TABLE FOR GUARDIAN – FACTS

· Presentation table for  
GUARDIAN / GUARDIAN SAFE XS

GUARDIAN – KEY FACTS

HOUSING

· Hand-crafted housing in black 
semi-gloss finish with precious 
high-gloss wood inlays

· Two-way mirror glass door

· German electronic locking system 
with transponder key

· Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

· 16 TIME MOVER®

· 1 drawers (inserts to select)

· 2 storage compartments

· Interior in finest velour, black

· State-of-the-art LED lighting tech-
nology

VERSIONS

MACASSAR SEMI-GLOSS

CARBON SEMI-GLOSS
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COLLECTOR 36/45 DELUXE

QUANTUM 

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

· Hand-crafted housing in black 
semi-gloss with precious Macassar 
semi-gloss inlays

· 4 stainless steel portholes with  
two-way mirror glass

· Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

· Height-adjustable stainless steel 
feet

· Finest German craftsmanship

INTERIOR

· Interior in finest velour, black

· State-of-the-art LED lighting

VARIANTS

COLLECTOR 36 DELUXE

36 TIME MOVER® and  
5 storage drawers

 
COLLECTOR 45 DELUXE

45 TIME MOVER® and  
4 storage drawers

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

· Hand-crafted housing in  
precious high-gloss Macassar

· Transparent clear glass door

· German electronic locking  
system with transponder key

· Finest German craftsmanship  
Interior

·  Column optional available

INTERIOR

· 16 TIME MOVER®

· Interior in finest velour, black

· State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

The passion for luxurious 

automatic watches is what 

makes collections grow –  

the new models of the  

COLLECTOR 36/45 DELUXE 

family therefore justifiably 

offer room for a few more 

precious items: 36 or 45 

TIME MOVER® modules to 

safeguard and preserve the 

value of sensitive calibres that 

demand to be moved. The 

elegant interior in fine velour 

and Italian nappa leather is 

befitting the values that the  

COLLECTOR 36/45 DELUXE  

safeguards. It can be 

equipped with an alarm  

and/or GPS tracking system 

on request. A Hi-Fi system 

with Bluetooth streaming can 

also be integrated to provide 

musical accompaniment for 

the enjoyment gained from 

devoting time to the collec-

tion of treasures. 

Consistent reduction is the 

maxim of proponents of 

the “form follows function” 

design principle. QUANTUM 

follows this maxim through 

the use of archaic elements 

such as the cube, the column 

and the disc in harmonious 

proportions. Hand-picked ma-

terials and numerous optional 

extras make the QUANTUM 

a customised masterpiece 

and the centrepiece of the 

joy in a valuable collection of 

wristwatches. 

TIME MOVER®
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GRAND CONNOISSEUR

CONNOISSEUR 200

KEY FACTS

HOUSING

· Hand-crafted housing in black  
semi-gloss finish with precious  
high-gloss Macassar inlays

· Stainless steel portholes

· Swiss security lock with  
mechanical key

· Height-adjustable stainless steel feet

· Finest German craftsmanship

HUMIDOR

· Absolute constant humidity

· Extreme switching precision

· Automatic contamination protection

· Fully electronic water level indicator

· High-precision measurement sensors

· Air circulation system for optimum 
distribution of humidity

· Suitable for cigar ageing (long-term 
storage over several decades)

· Interior in Spanish cedar and  
mahogany for optimum aroma  
development

· State-of-the-art LED lighting  
technology with fading function

KEY FACTS

· Humidor for 200 cigars

· Hand-crafted housing in  
Macassar semi-gloss

· Hand-polished metal  
applications

· Interior in Spanish cedar  
for optimum aroma  
development

· Customizable interior layout  
with removable partitions for  
perfect space utilization

· Locking system with  
mechanical key

· Finest German craftsmanship

VARIANTS

GRAND CONNOISSEUR 
Storage space for app. 1 ,000 cigars

GRAND CONNOISSEUR XL 
Storage space for app. 2,000 cigars

Each fine cigar is a master-

piece of manual craftsman-

ship – an art to which the 

GRAND CONNOISSEUR pays 

due deference. A masterpiece 

of German craftsmanship in 

its own right, this top-class 

humidor offers everything to 

quicken the pulse of every 

cigar aficionado as soon as he 

opens the door.

The delectable product of 

outstanding cigar manu-

facturers is presented as if 

on a stage made of Spanish 

cedar. Innovative humidifica-

tion technology monitored 

and controlled by micro-pro-

cessors creates the perfect 

climate that – controlled with 

electronic precision – will 

maintain the character of the 

cigars at its best for decades. 

This is where the best speci-

mens mature to perfection.

The GRAND CONNOISSEUR XL 

comes into its own when the 

cigar collection reaches a par-

ticular dimension – its ideally 

acclimatised environment can 

accommodate up to 2000 

cigars. It is a much-admired 

and coveted centrepiece for 

noble surroundings such as a 

cigar lounge.
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BESPOKE LINE 
MAKING THE UNIQUE 
UNMISTAKABLE

CUSTOMISATION AS AN EXPRESSION 

OF PERSONALITY

BUBEN&ZORWEG have taken another innovative step in the 

world of elitist interiors in the form of the BESPOKE LINE: 

our customers can utilise a fascinating range of options to exert 

their influence on the appearance of their masterpieces. That is 

the advantage of luxurious objects perfectly manufactured by 

hand – incorporating customised changes is no problem at all. 

And when all is said and done the proud owner can rightfully 

claim: „That is my own unique masterpiece! I worked on the 

design myself!“

The BESPOKE LINE shortens the journey of determining colour 

and material preferences within a broad spectrum. There is a 

selection of fascinating, shimmering lacquer finishes to choose 

from, ranging from the elegantly sophisticated to the strikingly 

powerful. The selection bandwidth of finest leathers enables the 

owner to adapt his future masterpiece to a specific ambience 

and his own personal style. Moreover, the customisable scope of 

each model in the BESPOKE LINE is clearly defined. Of course, 

all lacquer and leather variants meet the uncompromising quali-

ty standards that apply to the materials and craftsmanship of all 

of our masterpieces.

ANYTHING GOES – BUT IT ALL GOES  

FASTER WITH BESPOKE LINE

The advantage of the BESPOKE LINE lies in the prompt transla-

tability of customisation. There is no need for separate calcula-

tions; all matters concerning feasibility, material characteristics, 

etc., are clear from the onset. Our design team has compiled the 

customisable variations in a way that makes reaching a decision 

for one of the fascinating variants that will soon become the 

centrepiece of the interior a pleasurable and stress-free experi-

ence.

We are, of course, always delighted to discuss customer pre-

ferences that are not covered by the BESPOKE LINE. Or that 

perhaps demand a more detailed degree of customisation on 

the basis of our recommended colours and materials. In these 

circumstances we discuss thedetails intensively with the custo-

mer so we can verify feasibility and provide a quote. To this end 

we need a little more time – time that we have already invested 

in the BESPOKE LINE and that enables our customers to take 

possession of their very own customised masterpiece without 

any additional expenditure of time of effort.
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4040 TECHNICAL INFORMATION

BUBEN&ZORWEG  
SIGNATURE CLOCK
 

· 8-day spring-driven movement 
of German manufacture

·  Swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel 
bearings

·  Balance spring visible in the dial

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray brush

·  Removable, hand-polished 
stainless steel bezel

·  500 hours of BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

HIFI SYSTEM
 

· Integrated high-end HiFi  
media system

·  Pioneering development by 
BUBEN&ZORWEG and 
Austrian sound specialist 
LOG Audio

·  Wi-Fi streaming technology for 
wireless and lossless transmis-
sion of music and radio streams 
from iPhone, iPad, iPod-touch, 
PC and MAC via Airplay and 
Bluetooth

·  100 W high-end amplifier

·  Electronically linearized 
indirect acoustics

·  Perfect “Surround Sound” 
in high-fidelity thanks to the 
mono-beam reflection principle

·  Unique synthesis of calotte, 
neodymium drive system, 
broadband system and bass 
reflex system

·  Broadband system frequency 
range: 35 – 25.000 Hz

ALARM SYSTEM
 

· Internal siren with approx. 108 dB

·  Optional connection to the 
building’s alarm system

·  Activation / deactivation via 
transponder

·  Status LED (alarm system  
active?)

·  Sensors on doors and rear panels

·  Additional shock sensor in the 
event of strong vibrations

·  Long-lasting, tamper-proof 
rechargeable battery lasts for  
3 days without a power supply

TRACKING SYSTEM
 

· Tracking system to protect your 
valuables

·  Combination of GSM and Radio 
Frequency (RF) Technology

·  Global coverage

·  Web-based system, available for 
smartphones and tablets

·  Easy access to search and locate 
functions at any time

·  Battery capacity of up to  
10 years

·  GPS-independent, hence the 
ability to locate objects in  
buildings and similar

DRAWER INSERTS

Gentleman

Watches

Jewellery

Cufflinks

Universal
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BUBEN&ZORWEG  
S-SAFES – FACTS

·  German high-security safe 
with 4 stainless steel bolts

·  Electronic lock with  
keypad input

·  Redundant locking system  
with keypad input and  
emergency-key

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Stainless steel handle with 
mother-of-pearl inlay

·  Interior in finest velour

·  Safe door covered in hand-
stitched Italian nappa leather

 
BUBEN&ZORWEG  
SI-SAFES – FACTS

·  German high-security safe 
with 8 stainless steel bolts

·  Safety Class VdS I (German 
Security Certification)

·  Electronic lock with keypad 
input

·  Redundant locking system with 
keypad input and emergency-
key

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Stainless steel handle with 
mother-of-pearl inlay

·  Interior in finest velour

·  Safe door covered in hand- 
stitched Italian nappa leather

 
TECHNICAL DATA
 
SAFE S-40
·  Dimensions: 411 x 485 x 350 mm

SAFE SI-60
·  Dimensions: 600 x 490 x 415 mm

SAFE SI-80
·  Dimensions: 780 x 490 x 415 mm

SAFE SI-110
·  Dimensions: 1110 x 490 x 415 mm

SAFE SI-150
·  Dimensions: 1520 x 490 x 415 mm

SI-150
Gun Collector

SI-150 
8 TIME MOVER® 

5 drawers
3 large drawers 
Storage space 

SI-150 
16 TIME MOVER® 

3 drawers
3 large drawers 
Storage space

SI-150 
24 TIME MOVER® 

1 drawer
3 large drawers 
Storage space

SI-150 
9 drawers
3 large drawers 
Storage space

SI-150 
Gun Collector’s Edition: 
Luxurious presentation for 
4 rifles and 6 handguns 
+ Safe for ammunition

SI-110 
8 TIME MOVER® 

5 drawers 
Storage space 
(Standard)

SI-110 
16 TIME MOVER® 

3 drawers 
Storage space 
(optional)

SI-110 
24 TIME MOVER® 

1 drawer 
Storage space 
(optional)

SI-110 
5 drawers 
2 large drawers 
Storage space 
(optional)

SI-60 
8 TIME MOVER® 

3 drawers (Standard)

S-40 
8 TIME MOVER® 

1 drawer (Standard)

SI-60 
16 TIME MOVER® 

1 drawer (optional)

S-40 
12 TIME MOVER® 

(optional)

SI-60 
7 drawers 
(optional)

S-40 
4 drawers 
(optional)

SI-80 
8 TIME MOVER® 

5 drawers (Standard)

SI-80 
16 TIME MOVER® 

3 drawers (optional)

SI-80 
24 TIME MOVER® 

1 drawer (optional)

SI-80 
9 drawers  
(optional)
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